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Email I received from a student week 3 
of semester 

Yes I find the quizzes to be very useful. The first 
week I attempted the quiz I did so after I had 
attended the lectures and studied at home myself 
which made the test seem relatively easy. The 
second quiz I used as a guide while I studied. I 
found that studying everything beforehand and 
doing the quiz later in the week made everything 
easier to understand. I think the quizzes are a useful 
tool to help truly understand concepts and 
information, the diagrams are great and the art 
labelling is enjoyable. Overall I think they are a 
great tool.   

 



Another email I received that same 
week 

• I am finding the quizzes quite useful as it helps 
to cement what was learnt in the lectures, 
especially if done as soon as they are posted. I 
actually enjoy them as well. 
 
 



I have not found the quiz helpful in furthering my 
learning but I have quickly discovered that the quiz 
is a great revision tool for aspects of biology that I 
need to look over. It will be handy with exam 
revision and study focuses, as it has shown me 
where my strengths and weaknesses are. 

Thank you for asking an being very attentive with a 
believed problem even if it was not there. 

I'm enjoying HBA very much. 

 



Survey Infor 

• Two Surveys 2013 
– Paper based 

• Week 9 of semester 

• 3 Bendigo groups 

• 2 Shepparton groups 

• 1 Mildura group 

• 132/412 students (32% of Students) 

– Online Survey 
• Through till end of semester 

• 69 additional students (16%, 24% of students not previously 
surveyed) 

 



Learning Preferences: 
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Findings 

1. Weekly pre-workshop activities in 

MasteringA&P encouraged me to 

stay up to date with my study in 

HBS1HBA
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2. Weekly pre-workshop activities in 

MasteringA&P were a good review 

for my weekly lecture material
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“The quizzes were useful to  
help review the weeks topics,  
and helped me have a better  
idea of what is required of me  
in HBA” 

“Mastering A&P has been a 
helpful resource to keep us up 
to date with all the material 
learned and bring it all 
together each week in a short 
and simple quiz.  It is very 
useful study tool.” 



Findings 

3. Weekly pre-workshop activities in 

MasteringA&P were a good 

preparation for my workshop class
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4. Weekly pre-workshop activities in 

MasteringA&P were good 

preparation for the collaborative 

tests
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“Good & helpful preparation for the 
workshop” 

“Very helpful tool for revision for 
tests” 



Findings 

7. Weekly pre-workshop activities in 

MasteringA&P were too difficult
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5. I like MasteringA&P because the 

activities were visually engaging and 

interactive 
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“The quizzes were good and 
engaging” 
 
“The activities are fun and the 
videos are good” 

“The number of attempts at 
each question can mean that 
everyone will pass (30 attempts 
at a true/false)…” 



• I enjoy the tests however at times I am lead to 
just guessing due to the 30 attempts - just to 
get it done. 

 

 



I found that at times I was unsure why I was being asked a question within the 
quiz.  It normally occurred for a topic which hadn't been mentioned during 

lectures. 

NERVOUS SYSTEM (2 LECTURES) 
Core Learning Objectives 
• On completion of this topic, you should be able to: 
•   
• Describe and identify the major components of a neuron, with emphasis of the specific role each 

structural component has on the function of the neuron 
• Describe the structure of the nervous system, with reference to the major divisions: central versus 

peripheral, sensory versus motor, somatic versus autonomic 
• Describe the different functions of the major divisions of the nervous system 
• Define Resting Membrane Potential  (RMP)and recognise the contribution that ion distribution 

across the membrane makes to RMP 
• Be able to predict the movement of Na+, K+, across the cellular membrane in response to changes in 

permeability of the membrane to each of these ions 
• Describe the difference in function of ligand-gated ion channels, mechanically- gated ion channels 

or voltage gated ion channels and predict where you would find them on neurons or within the 
nervous system 

• List the major events that occur in an action potential and state whether movement of sodium or 
potassium ions into or out of the cell are responsible for each event 

• Describe how neurons communicate with each other by chemical signalling molecules released at 
the synapse 
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Conclusion 

• Student survey responses were positive, indicating 
that MasteringA&P is seen as a valuable tool to 
student learning in Human Biosciences 

• Parts 1,2 and 3 of the greater survey will be available 
at the end of semester   

 
“The Mastering A&P online [activities] helps  
me a lot due to the fact HBS1HBA isn't my  
strongest subject.  I love this subject and the  
Mastering A&P helps me understand a lot  
more” 


